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An End, Our Beginning
 
the storm of the past have been blown away
clearer skies, clouds are no more gray
starry nights have so much to say
and rainbow has made its way
through the ruins of yesterday
 
the flower's scent baths the serenity
as ticklish wind slips past through every tree
my heart jumps and i long to see
i want that sweet smile to welcome me
in the end of this journey
 
soon, we will like rivers whose hearts will meet
at the ocean of our memories, our intertwined fates
leaving nothing behind, everything's set
it's nearly done, just wait
 
and now, the end is coming near
i'll be back soon, my dear
songs are ready so don't fear
we will make this story last forever
 
gone is the past, the gap is woven
the road is new and so is the life next morning
a new chapter is about to begin
my heart, dance with me until the end
 
your smile promises eternity
and that is what your eyes assure me
sweet words are now at play
and you love me surely
 
 
eh?
 
surely, you love me...
 
mhawi rosero
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Blue Fairy
 
walk gently, walk
like a fairy in my dreams
walk but touch not the ground
but the air beneath your feet
 
come closely, come
like a shooting star in my wish
approach me but not so fast
i want to feel the desire in my heart
 
smile sweetly, smile
like my most memorable day
smile sweetly but innocently
you might capture my affection unintentionally
 
leave but don't go
like my precious memories
leave but live
because i'm now a slave of your thoughts
 
23'06'07
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Cold Hearted
 
just a tear
just a drop
i just need to cry my heart out
 
just a gentle shimmer
a tender streak
just a single tear
to warm my weary cheek
 
just a glitter
to wash away my fear
just a touch, a tickle, a drop
to make this bleeding  heart stop
 
i just need to cry
to show that I’m not weak
to let them know that i still break
i just need to cry
 
i still can feel
you see, i’m not steel
i still crack under pressure
i still have the soft human’s core
 
just a tear
just a drop
i still can cry…
can’t i?
 
09’22’08
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Desires And Disillusions
 
heaven, grant me my wish
i want a sky, so clear and bright
with stars like pearls in the oceans of galaxies
and a crescent moon that will smile at me
 
heaven, please make it real
i want that starry night to suddenly turn so dark
and from nowhere i would see a spark
a star will fall and will glitter at my sight
 
heaven, that star will fulfill my childish wish
and i will wish that she'll be with me tonight
together we will watch the rain of fire
with shooting stars in that starless romantic sky
 
heaven, grant me my wish
i want a star to send her my message
i want a star so that she won't forget
she will remember forever that flash of my love
 
heaven, that is my wish
a shooting star for my miss..
 
mhawi rosero
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Fireflies, Fireworks, My Love
 
clear is the sky and infinitely high
silent is the night and mysteriously bright
beautiful is the girl and innocently simple
lovely are her ways and my brighter are my days
 
magical are the popping sounds and glittering sparks
wonderful as they glimmer in her dazzling eyes
sweet is the smile that curves on her face
infectious and alluring as the night fades
 
dark is her hair, flowing smoothly
over her shoulders, slips like a gentle waterfall
benign is her voice as she speaks to me
that hums my name like an angel’s call
 
unique is her name that my heart knows well
selfless is her character and a perfect model
holy is her nature, to heavens she prays
her dreams and desires are utterly simple
 
memorable are the days i am with her
everlasting like the rhymes in a poet’s lair
eternal is the love i feel for her
faithful, it will endure forever
 
04.05.08
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Haunted Serenade
 
amid of this joyful crowd
i looked for a soul to complete
but i failed to see you..
 
you’re among those joyful songs
but you’re most special melody
you’re among those heartfelt rhythms
but above those who inspired me
 
you’re among those sweet musical pieces
to which i listen with devotion
you’re among those masterpieces
never gone away with the wind after being sung
 
your voice, alive and full of affection
pours into my poor soul as love and passion
i always thought it would be forever
never thought it would be short-lived, much shorter
 
amid of this enthused crowd
that joins me in singing my melancholy
i looked for you, my soul
but i failed to see you
 
now, i’m singing at this very moment
and my notes get freaking higher
as my lyrics came to end
i hope to see you amid of this crowd
 
don’t make me scream
shouting your name
before this sympathetic crowd
that is singing indifferently with me now
 
i just hope that they know
that i’m looking for you
as they sing with me
i wish that you’re gonna sing with me too
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amid of this joyful crowd
you’re missin’…
i’m searchin’…
now, it’s raining
but i still failed to see you…
 
24.03.08
 
mhawi rosero
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I Want To Write 'I Love You'
 
i want to write
to write a poem
a poem that whispers
that whispers my love
my love for you
 
i want to write
to write a song
a song that sings
that sings the melody
the melody of love
 
i want to write
to write a letter
a letter that tells
that tells you
i love you
 
i want to write
to write a thought
a thought that defines
that defines who love is
it's you
 
i want to write
to write a poem
a song
a letter
a thought
which are meant to say
to say i love you
 
 
02.14.08
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I Wish Not
 
i wish you’re not like me
wish you’re different
i wish you’re not my psyche
wish you’re not sent
 
i wish it never grew
wish it had faded away when it’s still young
i wish it vaporized like dew	
wish it had withered before leaves sprung
 
i wish i’ve never been complete
wish i’m still missing a piece
i wish it has always been a myth
wish i’m still on my quest
 
i wish i could still dream
wish i’m still free
i wish we’re not always the same
wish i  could still defy this constancy
 
09’22’08
 
mhawi rosero
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I'Ll Be Missing You
 
i see you bloom
from a single bud, alone
to a constellations of petals
i see you
 
i watch you twinkle
from a single spark, gloomy
to a galaxy of celestials
i watch you
 
i hear you whisper
from a single drop, lonely
to a fountain of splashes
i hear you
 
i feel you caress
from a single streak,  cold
to a shiny orb of rays
i feel you
 
i see you smile
i watch you
i hear you giggle
i feel you
 
i let you know
you go away
you turn away
i miss you...
 
 
03.01.08
 
mhawi rosero
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It's Odd, The Feeling
 
it’s odd, the feeling
it makes me think of you
it’s as if every blink of an eye
from nowhere, i see you
 
it’s odd, the feeling
i know it’s just a friendly thing
but when i get closer to you
can i still befriend you?
 
it’s odd, the feeling
i never thought it will grow
the fondness, turning into love?
i never thought it would be
 
it’s odd, the feeling
just when i try to let you know
you never guessed what i mean
you never know, i’m falling for you
 
it’s odd, the feeling
the feeling in my heart i try to contain
the feeling I try to express
but it seems that you didn’t care
 
it’s odd, the feeling
but i love the way i feel for you
i love you…
 
 
 
24.03.08
 
mhawi rosero
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One-Way Fairy Tale
 
set in forests, castles, and kingdoms
begin with “in a faraway place…” and “once upon a time”
tell about princesses, fairies, princes and monsters
end with kisses and live happily after ever after
 
it’s funny how fairy tales are expected to be this way
filled with magic and wishes and enchanted days
though always start with humble and sad beginnings
they still close into happy endings
 
how I wish my tale will be the same
in which i just have to win over evil plans and games
then it’ll be forever with my fairy
a forever which is beyond any possibility
 
only prince charming can have cinderella
only shrek can possibly be with princess fiona
my story won’t end as happy as theirs
‘cause my fairy won’t be with me after an ever after
 
after some borrowed time, things will lose their magic
after some stolen seconds, clocks will normally click
unlike those fairy tales that never end after closing a book
mine will surely be forgotten after a talk
 
only you, my fairy can say it won’t end that bad
only you can stop ending my story that sad
even an author doesn’t have much power
only you can make our fairy tale a little bit longer
 
 
09.08.07
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Shines And Giggles
 
i'm about to close my eyes to sleep
when a bean of light gleams before my sight
I blink to see what's in flight
only to realize that it's an orb of fire that peeps
 
it flies and glitters in the dark
like a star that twinkles an unusual spark
it sways and shines from nowhere
that when i turn on the lights, it disappears.
the yellow flame that burns from behind
lights a vacuous abyss in my mind
the dazzling shine that awakens my world
giggles and smiles before my words
 
i reach out my hand to caress it
but it flies before we meet
an untamed creature of the wild
it flees from me like a scared child
 
this marvelous artwork of GOD
carries an unknown inspiration to a lad
as it flies and dances in a graceful motion
it showers the warmth of affection
 
it is a one of a kind chance
a rare opportunity to take a glance
lucky is the lad to be with this creature for times
not only in his dreams but also beyond his rhymes
 
26'08'07
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So Do I
 
my hands are shaking
so does my whole body
i’m deteriorating slowly
i can feel it now
 
my head is cracking
so does my whole body
i’m breaking, painfully
i can feel it now
 
my knees are weak
so does my whole body
i’m falling, rapidly
i can feel it now
 
my eyes are squinted and tired
so does my whole body
i’m blinded, tearfully
i can feel it now
 
it’s hard to see
to breath easily
it’s hard to live
to go on happily
 
i don’t know if i’d last a lifetime
if i could still go on with forever
my body’s giving up
i’m destroyed
 
but i would live as long as i love you
no pains, no aches…
nothing could make me stop loving you
 
even death…
 
 
04.05.08
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The Heart Of A Desert Woman
 
looking around, wonder shines
in her eyes, excitement chimes
over the sand where water reigns
free as wind, love governs
 
time drifts by as second counts
miles after miles, distance accounts
what is left is a heart who believes
by how far and how long, it wouldn't be deceived
 
the last leaf drops but she clings on
the color fades, things have grown
everything changes but her love stays
she still believes on what he said
 
what a fool she might have been
for others might think she waits in vain
but in her heart where ardent love blazes
she knows he will return, he will come home as promised
 
she loves him so she let him go
she let him dream, never stops him from doing so
she sets him free and loves him at a distance
she is a desert woman who never keeps her man
 
 
02.09.08
 
mhawi rosero
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Weak And Uninspired
 
i wish i could write again
a poem or even at least, a line
i wish i could write again
to let you know how much i love you
 
a sheet of paper, pure and white
a dropp of ink, shines like night
my left hand, weak and uninspired
with these, i’d try; i’d write
 
i wish i could write again
a poem or even at least, a stanza
i have to write to appease these feelings
that burn inside me
 
my heart’s still beating, longing for you
my mind’s still dreaming, missing you
but you wouldn’t know, i couldn’t tell you
chances are so rare to do so
 
i wish my pen could scrawl it for you
i wish this paper could send it to you
i wish i could tell you
how much i love you
 
only if i could write again
my hand’s unwilling
i’m weak and uninspired…
 
 
04.05.08
 
mhawi rosero
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Will She?
 
i’m watching the sky when it turns cloudy
then suddenly raindrops begin to fall freely
the sky slowly showers down its tears
reminding me of my fears
 
i heard no news of how’s your life going
no knowledge of what you’re doing
that makes me worry about what you feel for me
is it still love and friendship or now hatred, maybe?
 
i live my days with the thoughts of her
i endure my worries with her tears and laughter
i decide to work my ways with her words
and face my wars in her world
 
the playful drops tickles my mind
is she the same girl who my heart has defined?
do i still have a value in her heart
or has it gone as when we’ve been separated apart?
 
soaking wet, frozen beneath the crying heavens
i wonder if her heart is still the same place where i’ve been
under her umbrella, will she keep me dry?
or will leave me shaking to join the heaven’s cry?
 
 
26.08.07
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Worlds Entirely Apart
 
now you’re here, so real and have grown
you’re wooden body’s become flesh and bone
you’re with a heart that beats love that’s clearly shown
your strings have been cut and you move on your own
 
i am not surprised that i could hear from you
the words of affection so foreign to you
‘cause this famed feeling’s the sole reason of life
that i know why there’s peace and strife
 
i am glad for you my dear
that you submit into it with n o much fear
for this ‘thing’ so hard to bear
comes from you for me to hear
 
i won’t ask how sure you are to say so
‘cause it’s the first time you’ve felt it and that could be true
even though it has been just two moon cycles
this love has warmed you and has freed you from wooden chills
 
i do love you love too so i cut the strings
now you’re not pulled and you don’t follow the swings
you can move if you, and can love with your heart
but i’m sorry to tell you, we’re two worlds entirely apart
 
thank you for loving me
you can always love me in your fantasy…
 
 
 
 
18.02.08
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